
 

 
 
 
Our ref: 6347/19 
 
How many speed and traffic (EG red-light) cameras is your police force responsible for that require 
calibration? Please specify the number of a) handheld speed b) fixed speed and c) traffic cameras. 
 
There are 20 handheld speed cameras calibrated on a yearly basis and 99 fixed speed cameras. 
 
How many devices were found to be outside approved tolerances in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, and 
2019 to date? Please break these figures down both on year-by-year basis and, if possible, according to 
whether the devices found to be outside of tolerance are a) handheld speed b) fixed speed or c) traffic 
cameras. If you do not have historic data going back this far, please provide me with as much data as 
you have available. 

 
This information is not routinely recorded therefore we do not hold information in relation to this question.  
We have a robust system in place to remove any camera from operational sites prior to their calibration 
date and only return the cameras to operational work when returned from the camera companies with a 
certified Calibration certificate.  
 
Please state whether your force has any process in place to either void, or in some other way treat 
differently, Penalty Charge Notices issued to motorists who were detected breaching traffic laws by 
devices that were subsequently found to be outside Home Office tolerances. Please also inform me what 
these processes are, if they exist. 
 
All offences are secondary verified in our force to make sure they meet the criteria and are evidentially 
good for a prosecution, if the offence captures do not meet the evidential requirements then these are 
not processed, the lack of a current Calibration certificate does not make any offence null and void as 
this is not part of the home office type approval and is a maintenance/confidence check of the camera. 
The speed of the road is set down in Law and is managed by the Highways departments for each district 
council and an offence is evidentially safe if the speed threshold for that road has been exceeded, the 
lack of a current calibration certificate or any signage is no mitigation or defence to a speeding offence in 
Law. 
 
If possible, please inform me how many motorists were detected speeding by devices that were outside 
tolerance in the years set out above. Please provide a year-by-year breakdown. 
 

 
Please inform me how many speeding or traffic-offence PCNs were cancelled during the years in 
question (2014-present) as a result of cameras found to be outside of tolerance. Please provide a year-
by-year breakdown of this data, together with a breakdown of whether these cancellations were for 
speeding or other traffic offences.  
 
West Yorkshire Police do not hold any information relating to these questions. 
 
 
 
 


